Kanangra Walls. 31st October & 1st November, 2009.
Author: Lee Cordner.
On Saturday 31 October Lee Cordner (leader) joined with Kynie, Jim and Dave from the Shoalhaven Club to do a
challenging Kanangra Walls and Gorge two-day circuit. We set off from the Kanangra car park at 9 am after the
long (4 hours) drive with the spectacular Walls scenery enshrouded in mountain mist prevalent in this area. We
visited the Dance Floor Cave before setting off across the plateau and northeast along the Gangerang Range. Much
of the area was beginning to recover from recent bushfires and our walkers had blackened faces and bodies while
taking a cross country short cut to recover from Lee’s minor navigational error.
The day soon warmed up as we negotiated Brennan Top, Gordon Smith Pass and Crafts Wall. We followed several
steep undulations over Mount Berry, Mount High and Mighty then Rip, Rack, Roar and Rumble. We arrived at
Mount Cloudmaker at around 2 pm before commencing our descent into Kanangra Gorge. We worked our way
north then west along a ridge to Marooba Karoo and steeply down Thunder Bluff and the afternoon became very
hot as we faced the westerly sun. The 800 metre descent was often very steep with scree slopes and loose rock. Our
water supplies were largely depleted as we finally arrived at the delightfully cool and pristine waters of Kanangra
Creek. Dave plugged right in while the rest of the team drank deeply and cooled off. With darkness approaching we
found an acceptable campsite near a good pool. The night was warm as we socialized around the campfire.
The next morning we were up early for what
was going to be another very warm day. Set off
at 8 am to follow the very pleasant Kanangra
Creek for about 6 km, past Thunder Bend then
on to a ridge to Mount Berry. We saw brown
and rainbow trout in isolated pools, encountered
a hostile diamond python, plenty of red-bellied
blacks, and enjoyed a cooling swim. The climb
out to Mount Berry, a 700 meter ascent, was
initially very steep with much loose rock. We
carried lots of water after the previous days
experience; and needed it.
We arrived back at the cars by 6.15 pm after
another long, hard, hot day. We were rewarded
by a sense of achievement and the spectacular
Blue Mountains vistas, particularly the
wonderful Kanangra Walls and the Gorge.
Kynie catches a trout by hand.

